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About This Game

Avernum is one of the great tales of indie gaming, an epic series of fantasy role-playing adventurers set in an enormous,
subterranean nation. Avernum is a land underground, a subterranean nation full of rogues, misfits, and brigands, struggling for
survival and wealth in the monster-infested darkness. Avernum 5 is the second chapter in the Great Trials Trilogy, three games

that tell the tale of this land’s struggles in the face of powerful forces that seek to destroy it.

Avernum 5 has a fascinating storyline, full of betrayal, mystery, and unexpected turns. Explore a gigantic world, with hundreds
of quests, multitudes of side dungeons, and many hours of adventure. The game features clever enemies and dozens of

interesting scripted encounters. Learn over 50 spells and battle disciplines. Hunt for hundreds of magical items, or find the
materials to craft new, unique equipment.
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This is an interesting game with a great style, intriguing concept, and good execution. For the low price and the non-profit effort
it supports, seems like a great deal.. AH,Good Childhood Time. Arrrr, I love these paint-jobs. You can finally be a real road
pirate and you can do what you want 'cause a pirate is free. They all look very nice and I think I wouldn't drive with any other
while being a maniac on the road, which happens sometimes.. I love boarding ships. useless, all say what you can see in system
information (control panel)
and for my Gtx 1080 Ti say that's i have only 4 gb, but i have 11gb.. sorry but no...
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Entertaining and well designed 2D platformer even if relatively simple and a little annoying, but with ingenious technical twists
revolving about the present and future states of the play zones.
The annoyment comes from some of the puzzles that are not really intuitive but they make sense once you figure them out.
The game will test your reflexes and your wits and the interaction variety is appreciable.

Relatively short but overall enjoyable and well made. Especially appreciable the fact that falling in pits or otherwise 'losing'
doesn't punish you.. Dance Magic is nice fighting/rhythm game with several dance styles, locations and characters.
You can pick one of seven dancers, each dancer has five basic abilities and three special moves, also different required inputs to
use them. Characters will dance on the right and left side of the screen, you can use five basic moves to beat opponent. Basic
attacks always do some damage, Rage attacks do double damage but ineffective agains shield. Next 2 moves put up a shields for
you and take down an enemy shields. The last one is important for combo multiplier.
If you like rhythm games and looking for something more, this game is for you!
My rating: 8.5/10
. Suitable memory game for children of all ages, babies, preschoolers, school children, teenagers and adults with 18 levels.
Ranging from lightweight to large and complex levels. Easy for achievementhunters.. "A fantasy based on reality making it a
Final Fantasy not for First timers to the series to play", is what I can collectively say after playing this game and its patched in
DLC's.

TO FIRST TIMERS ABOUT A FINAL FANTASY GAME
A Final Fantasy game is unique with its way of representing different themes from different cultures in a game with its story,
characters, music and with innovative gameplay mechanics in each new iterations of the franchise. this way, the series gained a
following and with its seventh entry, it kinda became an unique JRPG series that millions of people came to know abt, played,
loved, and remembered it for generations to come. A good sign for the franchise in the long run, but brought forth more
expectations from the millions that liked the game. The series maintained its uniqueness until the thirteenth entry, which split
the fans of this series in two.

IMPRESSIONS

First time impressions
When you boot up the game and start playing it for the first time, you will be awestruck by how beautiful the game looks
graphically, the flashy and animation heavy combat system, the travel on Regalia from different points through the amazing and
well detailed world, and the music that makes you feel as if you are in a fantasy world, on a long trip with your companions.

Later Impressions
This is tedious, annoying and confusing, what happened to this guy, why is the combat camera so awful, when will this part of
the story end, when will I be out of this goddamn cave,.....are some of the thoughts that will flood your mind after the initial
hours blitz by.

STORY OF FFXV
- The game's story is pretty simple, when you look at it in a simple way. you are a prince from a kingdom which is attacked by
another rival empire making you a prince who is on the run now to defeat the empire and become the true rightful king.
Hmm...this sounds like a generic plot used to death, but no. the simple look up of the story doesn't tell you how that becomes a
road trip with a set of bro's as escorts and bodyguard of sorts, meeting different people, making pacts with gods to summon
them when you are in a pinch, how the once enemy empire who is supposed to be the villain is reduced to one crazy guy who is
not even the king of the empire, but the chancellor.

Hey that sounds interesting, but is it really said in the game ? U see I couldn't understand most of it.
- Well the game has a poor way of presenting the story to the players and to actually get the basic idea to establish the plot, you
have to watch a movie, an short anime series and then play the game to understand and process it all. maybe if the devs had
made sure that the above mentioned movie and anime short is viewable in the game itself, then that would have been
understandable and tends to avoids confusion in the long run.
The story in the main game at least revolving around the bro's and the prince is told somewhat decently until it reaches a point
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which is where things start to feel rushed. A few parts of the story is told through the DLC's that revolves around the bro's and
honestly these DLC's are the saving grace for this game that actually makes me recommend the game here. The Ardyn DLC
released is very crucial and if you are planning on getting the game after reading my review, then please get the DLC as well
along with the game.

THE GAMEPLAY
Summing it all, its unique in its own way. has its fair share of good and a bit too much bad.
- Combat is button mash heavy but looks flashy as u do it. (is different in each of the DLC's which is fun than the main game)
- Has fishing which gets boring too fast,
- Taking photos of your adventure in the game at the cost of stutters, (PC Exclusive)
- Gorgeous looking open world which is semi empty, but is fun to explore sometime
- Travelling in the car is fun initially, but gets boring and very frustrating at night time in game
- Interesting features with no proper explanation on how to unlock and use them

JUDGEMENT
Even with the amount of cons that manifests in the story and gameplay, I did find a game that was enjoyable and average at best.
Its a game that tries to be somewhat unique and give a first timer experience of sorts to a franchise that is well known for being
different from other games. And it does achieve the feeling, not without its fair share of flaws that almost destroy what it is
trying to achieve like the first time players thing. If you are looking for a action JRPG that is open world, based on reality like
our world today, with fantasy elements mixed to it, then go for this game. but if you are looking to enter the franchise as a first
timer then its a bad FF to start off.
P.S. get the Ardyn DLC that is available for the game. trust me you will never regret it.. This game is really good.
I don't understand half of this game but I like it !

7\/10
. Very unusual roguelike game. No need to know any math or geometry before you start to play it, but you learn some stuff
while playing it :D Awesome educational experience ;)

My video stream: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k3PQc6ulFdk. A sensible way to increase the game's longevity. Fewer
quests requiring high difficulty runs would have been nice, considering how hard it was to get geared for them in Vermintide 1.
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